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Centralized, decentralized and hybrid approaches

 Kyoto Protocol: centralized, top-down
 Copenhagen Accord, decentralized, bottom-up
 Cancun decisions, hybrid



Criteria to evaluate scenarios: The Kyoto 
Protocol

Discussion of Matrix ...



Cancun Decisions

 Copenhagen Accord was included in an LCA text
 Pledge and review system but targets included in an 

UN document
 2° target officcial goal
 Reporting also for Non–Annex I countries
 Review of pledges 2013-2015
 Backdoor for KP2



Cancun Decisions- establishing an 
institutional framework

 Green Climate fund- to house the international 
management, deployment and accountability of long-
term –Institutional funds for developing country support

 Technology mechanisms to get clean technologies to 
the right place, at the right time and to best effect



Cancun Decisions- establishing an institutional
framework

 Adaptation framework to boost international 
cooperation to help developing countries protect 
themselves from the impacts of climate change

 Registry where developing countries will detail their 
voluntary plans to limit greenhouse gas emissions and 
the support they need to achieve them



Voluntary pledges since Copenhagen

 One country after another has elaborated domestic 
targets and actions, and has presented these to an 
international audience. 

 Countries are already enacting policies and measures 
to achieve their Copenhagen pledges, even in the 
absence of a legally binding international treaty.



Post 2012 Scenarios  (1)

 Legally binding agreement or political
agreement? 
 Single outcome or separate agreements (KP and 

Convention)
 No agreement



Post 2012 Scenarios (2)

 New protocol
 KP2 and new protocol under the LCA
 KP2 for a few countries and COP decision
 Only COP decision
 No decision



Is the Kyoto Protocoll politically dead?

“The spirit of the Kyoto Protocol has disappeared. Its 
body is being artificially kept alive and perhaps some of 
the organs may get transplanted”. 
Ivo de Boer, Jun 2011



What happenes in case ther is no KP2?

 KP‘s emissions targets are time limited, the protocol as
a whole not

 No further targets means:
 No emissions allowances
 No Registry
 No rule for land –use
Other provisiosn may be maintained eg.
 Sectretariat, MOPs, national system for estimation of

GHG emissions and expert review
 CDM



2nd KP Commitment Period

 Advantages:
 Established rules on sectors, gases, metrics, carry-over that 

have been negotiated by Parties during four years (1997-
2001)   

 No gap or only a short-time gap to finalise open questions 
(carry-over, metrics etc.)

 Disadvantages: 
 Strong differentiation between developed countries and more 

advanced developing countries  



«KP-like» agreement under a COP decisiosn

 Advantages: 
 Common accounting unit

 Disadvantages:
– Clarification of pledges and discussion regarding which 

elements of KP can be taken over will take time :  gap  !



Country positions: EU (1)

 Europe's core goal is to keep the increase in 
temperature below 2ºC, 

 The EU’s primary objective remains to reach a robust 
and legally-binding agreement under the UNFCCC. 

 The EU emphasizes that the UN process is essential 
for a broader global commitment to support action on 
climate change. 



Country positions: EU (2): 

 EU may agree on a second comittment period in 
Durban but others need to follow:

 "If we are to keep the Kyoto Protocol alive, we must 
have some indications that the other big economies are 
entering at some point,” Connie Heedegard, 
September 2011 



Country positions: G77 and China 

 Continuation of the Kyoto Protocol is an essential and 
basic element for the future of the climate change 
regime

 Defining new quantified emission reduction 
commitments for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto 
Protocol is would be a legal obligation that must be met 
and the Kyoto Protocol must lead the way, and is the 
cornerstone of the Durban outcome as a whole.



Country positions: The AOSIS Proposal (1)

 Amending the Kyoto Protocol to extend it until 2017 (it 
currently is set to expire in 2012) and 

 set new emissions targets for all parties; a new 
“Protocol,” a legally binding agreement that would 
“enhance implementation of the UNFCCC in a 
balanced and comprehensive manner

 Annex I Parties collectively must reduce their 
emissions by more than 45% of their 1990 levels by 
2020 and by more than 95% of their 1990 levels by 
2050. Substantial deviation from business as usual 
emissions in non-annex I Parties would be required by 
2020.



Country positions: The AOSIS Proposal (2):

 The UNFCCC would be the main decision making 
process and the Conference of the Parties would 
periodically review the overall progress towards the 
achievement 

 The outcome of the AWG-LCA process would be a 
internationally-legally binding agreement that is 
comprehensive, ambitious and addresses all elements 
of the Bali Action Plan



Submission by Australia and Norway, September 
2011

 A binding global pact to limit global emissions should 
not be finalised until 2015

 The two countries reckon it will take four years to agree 
a legally-binding deal that includes emission targets for 
developed and developing countries.

“A stepwise approach from Durban to 2015 will provide 
time and space for countries to build confidence and 
capacity, and ensure a robust outcome over time,”



New Market mechanisms : A centralized architecture  

 Centrally approved methodologies, estimation of 
baselines and emission reductions

 UN accredited verifiers 
 single UN registry issuing and tracking the transaction 

of international credits. 

…similar to the CDM… 



Market mechanisms: Decentralised models 

 Minimum criteria agreed under the UN that can make 
offsets and target comparable and guarantee a certain 
degree of env. Integrity. Possibly taking over some of 
the Kyoto-rules.
 Eg Guidelines for MRV 

 Others elements are established bottom-up



A decentralized model-Japan

 Bilateral offset mechanism
 Still involving the UN to guarantee a certain degree of 

environmental integrity and comparability. 
 Host countries would be responsible for designing, 

implementing and securing transparency of the 
mechanisms, following basic principles directed by the 
COP. 

 Principles agreed by the COP would include MRV of 
the mechanism but also provision to avoid double 
counting between different mechanisms



Market mechanisms: Centralized governance
models- advantages an disadvatages

 Advantages: 
 More in line with past experience
 Comparable level of ambition across the establishment of 

baselines
 Would make linking of trading schemes easier

 Disadvantages:
 More complex process for setting up new mechanims



Hybrid governance structures?

 A centralized architecture (EU and others?) would 
coexist (and potentially compete) with a decentralized
 EU goes ahead alone
 EU goes ahead alone, others follow later
 Climate Clubs

 Hybrid governance structures already in the past, do 
they create problems?  
 Unequal Carbon prices



Some critical issues in Durban

 Comprehensive legally binding treaty unlikely in Durban, but 
KP2 for a few and a COP decision for the others possible

 COP decision will follow the Copenhagen/Canun bottom-up
pledge and review approach

 How much of those Kyoto features that are related to
binding targets can and should be saved? (eg. Accounting) 

 What is the possible role of the UN when establishing New 
market mechanisms?
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